I. INTRODUCTION
In today's fast world, where technology is emerging at a very fast rate and overtaking the existing system, there is a need to think over a current working system to optimize it & match it with current technology. There is a demand that the existing system would be made more and more comfortable for the user & it should be as simple as possible. System must be useful and user friendly. So we are implementing intrusion detection and avoidance system. The detection of intrusions or intrusions attempts either manually or via software expert systems that operate on logs or other information available from the system or the network. An intrusion is a deliberate, unauthorized attempt to access or manipulate information or system and to render them unreliable or unusable [3] .
Background:
Network security has been a very important issue, since the rising evolution of the Internet. There has been an increasing need for security systems against the external attacks from the hackers. One important type is the Intrusion Detection System (IDS). There are two major categories of the IDS: 1. Host based intrusion detection system. 2. Network based intrusion detection system.
Application in general form in different areas
: It is used in any 1. Software Companies 2. Universities For securing the PC.
Challenges in existing System:
To detect and prevent intrusion in network the existing system use open source called Snort. It used rule based language combining signature, protocol and anomaly inspection method but this signature search problem is time consumption and error pruning work. Therefore some papers introduced data mining techniques into IDS. This system uses GSM modem which helps us control our PC (system) through mobile from unauthorized user [3] .
Problem definition:
Intrusion Detection and Avoidance System (IDAS) is software designed to detect unwanted attempts and accessing, manipulating and/or disabling computer system. These unwanted attempts can be avoided by using cell phone and GSM modem where GSM Modem act as intermediate between PC and cell phone through which the system can send alert message to authorized user.
Scope:
Intrusion Detection and avoidance System is a software program that looks for unusual activity on the network as well as host and reports it either to an administrator or the user of the computer on which it was detected. The system after detecting certain wellattacks gives warning message to the user which will be received on his cell phone through the GSM Modem which acts as interface between pc and cell phone.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
1] Host-based intrusion detection system, ByVokorokos, L. Technical University of KoÂ¿ice, Department of Computers and Informatics, Slovak Republic. The paper presents intrusion detection system which informs system administrator about potential intrusion incidence in a system. The designed architecture employee's statistical method of data evaluation, that allows detection based on the knowledge of user activity deviation in the computer system from learned profile representing standard user behavior. 2] Automated Profile Vehicle Using GSM Modem, GPS and Media Processor DM462, By-Muhammad Tahir Qadri, Syed Shafi-Uddin Qadri, Rafia Khalid and M. Yasir Khan. This paper discusses the implementation of the embedded system design to control automobile peripherals automatically through voice recognition system. Authorize user profile will be stored in the system which carries specific settings for the user. When the user wishes to drive the car, system will activate the personal settings by recognizing the user's voice. The real time snapshot of the driver is also taken using DM642 media processor and displayed on the LCD screen with RESEARCH ARTICLE OPEN ACCESS available profile information. The smart car can also be remotely locked or unlocked using GSM modem. Another feature of navigation and tracking of car using GPS module is also included in the system. The system takes latitude and longitude positions from GPS and sends to the PC using GSM modem. 
III. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
It is a continuous process throughout a project. A requirement is a capability to which a project outcome (product or service) should conform. It caters to functional and non functional requirement assumptions. The future scope of this project is also defined in this chapter.
In requirement analysis phase a researcher or a software developer need to find out what is the minimum requirement and the platform we must have on which the project should be developed it consist of taking consideration of hardware and software needed to develop the project, without any problem. And this phase also takes consideration of minimum requirement of system on which the project should install and work fully functionally 
 GSM Modem:
GSM Modem can accept any GSM network operator SIM card and act just like a mobile phone with its own unique phone number. Advantage of using this modem will be that you can use its RS232 port to communicate and develop embedded applications. Applications like SMS Control, data transfer, remote control and logging can be developed easily. The modem can either be connected to PC Serial port directly or to any microcontroller. It can be used to send and receive SMS or make/receive voice calls. This GSM modem is a highly flexible plug and play quad band GSM modem for direct and easy integration to RS232 applications. Supports features like Voice, SMS, Data/Fax, GPRS and integrated TCP/IP stack.  Insert SIM card: At the back end of the GSM modem there is facility to insert the SIM card.  Connect Antenna: There is an antenna which provides range to the SIM card.  Connect the power Supply: It required 12V power supply.  After giving the power supply to the Modem, LED will start blinking. At this stage Modem will be activated.  AT commands can be sent to control GSM Modem. AT+CMGF=1 press enter AT+CMGS="mobile number" press enter Once The AT commands is given' >' prompt will be displayed on the screen. Type the message to send via SMS. After this, press ctrl+Z to send the SMS. If the SMS sending is successful, "ok" will be displayed along with the message number. 
Applications:-

V. CONCLUSION
SRS Conclusion:
By software requirement specification we conclude that there are several modules included in "Intrusion Detection and Avoidance System". The modules are like AdminLogin, CreateNewuser and AuthorizedUser.
Design Conclusion:
In design phase, we diagrammatically or we can say physically design the classes for easily understanding purpose. After seeing different design of web site we define our modules and final designing.
Implementation Conclusion:
In implementation phase, we implemented the classes, methods, events and attributes using Vb.Net language.
Overall Conclusion:
From a proper analysis of all aspects and points we are concluded that this project helps to detect and prevent intruders to perform malicious activity.
This project is concern with security of system. In future we can include different module which can provide more security to the system .We can also handover this software to different cooperation and organization.
